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An analysis of violence in multimedia and its effects on society. 
 

Introduction and report aims 
While the main idea of media is almost always agreed upon as “the means of communication” [1] [2] [3], the 

different products of media have not been definitively defined, but the mains ones have been argued to be film, 
television, video games, print, publishing and the internet4. However, some have argued that media stems back 
all the way to cave paintings5. Throughout the course of media history, different forms have incorporated 
violence into them, the earliest, as previously mentioned, being cave paintings (Appendix 1). As media has 
progressed, so has the ‘violence’ in it; more graphic depictions of war and death in paintings (Appendix 2), as well 
as in films6, and video games7. Naturally this has led to the argument that violence in multimedia causes violence 
in people8, which has then sparked a huge amount of research into the topic [9] [10] [11]. This report will analyse and 
will draw a conclusion on the effects of violence in multimedia on society.   

 

Methods of analysis used 
 This report will be using different methods of analysis to determine a conclusion on the effects of 
violence in multimedia on society. Extensive research will be done, however this will mostly be secondary 
research from scholarly articles, papers and psychological reports. Every single different report in question will 
also be scrutinised and not taken as complete fact to try and get an objective view on all different viewpoints at 
hand. However, secondary research will not be the only form of analysing the question, as primary research will 
be taken into account as well. A survey conducted from the 16th of February 2020 onwards12 will be used as 
primary research to get information about people who play video games correlating to violence.  The reason 
behind choosing many different sources was that it will lead to a more thorough report, looking at the many 
different angles that this debate has. This report will also be using lenses as a way of analysing the main question 
of how violence in multi-media has affected culture and society.  
 

Findings 
One of the earlier tests behind the idea that violent imagery causes violence or aggression in children was 

the Bobo Doll experiments in the 1960s by Albert Bandura13, where he investigated whether or not social 
behaviours such as aggression can be acquired by observation and/or imitation14. Children were divided up into 
groups, with one group witnessing an adult hitting the ‘Bobo doll’ in an aggressive manner, and then later given 
the opportunity to do it themselves15. The results concluded that children do in fact learn social behaviour like 
aggression through observational learning16, and therefore would favour the argument that violence in 
multimedia such as video games, TV and films lead to violence in children. However, the experiment has been 
criticised for its limitations. For starters, the samples were all from the exact same nursey17 so it may not be 

 
1 www.dictionary.com. (2018). the definition of media. [online] Available at: https://www.dictionary.com/browse/media.  
2 Techterms.com. (2019). Media Definition. [online] Available at: https://techterms.com/definition/media. 
3 Merriam-webster.com. (2019). Definition of MEDIA. [online] Available at: https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/media [Accessed 28 May 2019]. 
4 Hoddereducation.co.uk. (2020). [online] Available at: https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/media/Documents/Cambridge%20Technicals/Digital-Media-Sample.pdf [Accessed 14 
Feb. 2020]. 
5 The History of Media (The Beginning-1950 A.D.). (n.d.). Cave Paintings. [online] Available at: http://thehistoryofmedia.weebly.com/cave-paintings.html [Accessed 14 Feb. 2020]. 
6 IMDb. (n.d.). Best violent movies of all time. [online] Available at: https://www.imdb.com/list/ls057650898/ [Accessed 14 Feb. 2020]. 
7 whitespell. (2019). The 9 most violent video games in history. [online] Available at: https://www.whitespellgame.com/en/the-9-most-violent-video-games-in-history/ [Accessed 
14 Feb. 2020] 
8 Adroit Writing. (2019). The Mass Media Increases Violence Essay. [online] Available at: https://adroitwriting.com/blog/the-mass-media-increases-violence-essay/ [Accessed 14 
Feb. 2020] 
9 Savage, J. (2004). Does viewing violent media really cause criminal violence? A methodological review. Aggression and Violent Behavior, 10(1), pp.99–128. 
10 Coyne, S.M. (2007). Does Media Violence Cause Violent Crime? European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research, 13(3–4), pp.205–211. 
11 Huesmann, L.R. and Taylor, L.D. (2006). THE ROLE OF MEDIA VIOLENCE IN VIOLENT BEHAVIOR. Annual Review of Public Health, 27(1), pp.393–415. 
12 rt, N.-D. video games cause violence survey pls (2020). Hello guys! I am currently looking at the effects of violent video games on society for a report.  For this, I have created a 
survey on the topic. I need at least 1,000 responses. So please share this around because I really believe this will help me a lothttps://forms.gle/2CeMCDnsf5AxXNSz9 …. [online] 
@SomeCynt. Available at: https://twitter.com/SomeCynt/status/1229094855055462400 [Accessed 17 Feb. 2020]. 
13 Mcleod, S. (2019). Bobo Doll Experiment | Simply Psychology. [online] Simplypsychology.org. Available at: https://www.simplypsychology.org/bobo-doll.html. 
14 Mcleod, S. (2019). Bobo Doll Experiment | Simply Psychology. [online] Simplypsychology.org. Available at: https://www.simplypsychology.org/bobo-doll.html 
15 Waude, A. (2017). Bandura’s Bobo Doll Experiment: Learning Through Imitation. [online] Psychologistworld.com. Available at: 
https://www.psychologistworld.com/behavior/bobo-doll-experiment-albert-bandura-learning-aggression. 
16 Mcleod, S. (2019). Bobo Doll Experiment | Simply Psychology. [online] Simplypsychology.org. Available at: https://www.simplypsychology.org/bobo-doll.html 
17 PSYCHOLOGY WIZARD. (2019). Bandura AO3. [online] Available at: http://www.psychologywizard.net/bandura-ao3.html. 
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entirely accurate across the world, but also these were children from Stanford University Nursery School18, and 
therefore, as it has been pointed out, these children could have had different home lives with much more 
educated parents, and so they would not be representative of the “ordinary” child19. Adding to this a different 
media theorist looked to criticise the findings in 199020 saying that the novelty value of the doll made it much 
more likely to imitate the behaviour21.  

While the Bobo Doll experiment is still up for debate on whether or not it is actually conclusive that 
children who see violent imagery are more likely to conduct violence, the experiment does bring up the 
discussion of the argued negative effects of violent video games, films, TV and even just violent content on the 
internet as a whole. In a speech following the Texas and Ohio shootings, President Donald Trump criticised both 
the internet and video games for their negative effects on society22, saying “the internet has provided a dangerous 
avenue to radicalise disturbed minds”23and following up with “[we] must stop the glorification of violence in our 
society… gruesome and grisly video games that are now commonplace”24. Whether or not these arguments have 
any veracity, the conversation has become an integral part of society. 

An example of a game that has been heavily criticised by people is Grand Theft Auto V, with the President 
of the Association of Teachers and Lecturers saying ‘Four to five-year-olds have a tendency to copy what they see 
on TV’25, which can be argued to have some legitimacy when looking at the results of the Bobo Doll Experiment. 
This can also be further backed up by an article from 2018 which stated that “researchers found there was a 
significant association between exposure to media violence and aggressive behaviour, thoughts angry feelings and 
physiological arousal’26. However, both of these statements can be refuted by James Ivory, a professor and 
research director at Virginia Tech who said “when it comes to actual series criminal violence, there’s virtually no 
evidence that video games matter... a lot of things influence violent crime but the media we consume is not one of 
them’27. 

Looking at Grand Theft Auto as an in depth study, the violent nature of it is very apparent such as the 
torture “scene” level (Appendix 3), or the rampant use of guns in the entirety of the game (Appendix 4). This use 
of violence in the game may or may not actually influence violent crime however its overuse to almost comedic 
levels do have an effect on the normalisation of gun violence in society today. They may not cause the violence 
but “they do question the thoughtlessness with which we pull the trigger”28. 

Government intervention has happened all across the world in an act to prevent video games’ “negative 
effects” on children. An example of this would be on the 20th of May 1981 in which MP George Foulkes proposed 
a “Bill to empower local authorities to control by licensing and through the grant of planning permission space 
invaders and other electronic games”29. He continued on to say, ‘They play truant, miss meals, and give up other 
normal activity to play "space invaders". They become crazed, with eyes glazed, oblivious to everything around 
them, as they play the machines’30, while this may not explain whether or not violence in media actually affected 
those who see and interpret it, it does show how culturally and socially significant video games are as a piece of 
media because of how often they are cited or criticised in world politics. Another example of video games in 
politics would be after the El Paso shooting in which video games were criticised by Lieutenant Governor Dan 
Patrick as a possible reasoning for the shootings: ‘a video game industry that teaches young people to kill’31.  

 
18 Mcleod, S. (2019). Bobo Doll Experiment | Simply Psychology. [online] Simplypsychology.org. Available at: https://www.simplypsychology.org/bobo-doll.html 
19 PSYCHOLOGY WIZARD. (2019). Bandura AO3. [online] Available at: http://www.psychologywizard.net/bandura-ao3.html. 
20 Mcleod, S. (2019). Bobo Doll Experiment | Simply Psychology. [online] Simplypsychology.org. Available at: https://www.simplypsychology.org/bobo-doll.html 
21 Mcleod, S. (2019). Bobo Doll Experiment | Simply Psychology. [online] Simplypsychology.org. Available at: https://www.simplypsychology.org/bobo-doll.html 
22 Sky News. (2019). Donald Trump blames the internet and video games for atrocities. [Online Video]. 5 August 2019. Available from: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHboVKpGiaU. [Accessed: 19 February 2020]. 
23 Sky News. (2019). Donald Trump blames the internet and video games for atrocities. [Online Video]. 5 August 2019. Available from: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHboVKpGiaU. [Accessed: 19 February 2020]. 
24 Sky News. (2019). Donald Trump blames the internet and video games for atrocities. [Online Video]. 5 August 2019. Available from: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHboVKpGiaU. [Accessed: 19 February 2020]. 
25 Hern, A. (2013). Grand Theft Auto 5 under fire for graphic torture scene. [online] the Guardian. Available at: https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/sep/18/grand-
theft-auto-5-under-fire-for-graphic-torture-scene. 
26 Rowan, C. (2018). Ten reasons why video games should be banned for children under the age of 12 | Moving to Learn. [online] Movingtolearn.ca. Available at: 
http://movingtolearn.ca/2018/ten-reasons-why-video-games-should-be-banned-for-children-under-the-age-of-12. 
27 O’Kane, C. (2019). Do video games cause violence: Expert says playing violent video games does not make you a mass shooter. [online] Cbsnews.com. Available at: 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/do-video-games-cause-violence-expert-says-playing-violent-video-games-does-not-make-you-a-mass-shooter/. 
28 Faber, T. (2019). Do video games encourage violent acts? [online] Financial Times. Available at: https://www.ft.com/content/1c5914b6-bdb7-11e9-9381-78bab8a70848. 
29 api.parliament.uk. (n.d.). Control of Space Invaders and Other Electronic Games (Hansard, 20 May 1981). [online] Available at: https://api.parliament.uk/historic-
hansard/commons/1981/may/20/control-of-space-invaders-and-other. 
30 api.parliament.uk. (n.d.). Control of Space Invaders and Other Electronic Games (Hansard, 20 May 1981). [online] Available at: https://api.parliament.uk/historic-
hansard/commons/1981/may/20/control-of-space-invaders-and-other. 
31 Coaston, J. (2019). El Paso and Dayton shootings: leading Republican in the House blames video games for mass shootings. [online] Vox. Available at: 
https://www.vox.com/2019/8/4/20753725/el-paso-dayton-shootings-video-games-gop-mccarthy. 
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When Doom was first released in 199332, the argument was the same as this governor’s, as the game 
“galvanised fears that such games would teach kids to kill”33, however homicide arrest rates actually fell by 77% 
among juveniles in the 10 years after Doom’s release and video games were extremely popular in many young 
people’s lives at the time34. While the argument present in this article is definitely in favour of the idea that video 
games don’t cause violence, the reasons presented are too weak. While there is a correlation between Doom’s 
release and the homicide arrest rates falling, correlation does not mean causation and there could have been 
many different factors that made the homicide arrest rates fall by that amount.   

Even though this specific argument does not have much credibility, the idea that video games actually 
prevent violence still exists. Patrick Markey, the director of The Interpersonal Research Laboratory, said that 
‘when we look at when people play video games, we actually see a dip in violence crimes’35, adding to this, he 
continued on to say 70% of high school students play violent video games but that actually only 20% of school 
shooters have been reported to have played these games36, further noting that “school shooters have less interest 
in violent video games”37. This argument can be further backed up by other research reports with the APA 
(American Psychiatric Association) stating that there was ‘scant evidence between playing violent video games 
and actually committing violent activities and little evidence that playing such games produces violent criminal 
behaviour’38. 

An interesting take on this idea is that whenever these arguments are presented, they seem to most likely 
be presented after a mass shooting, most notably in America (as shown by the previous examples used in this 
report). In a country where gun control is fairly lax due to the 2nd Amendment and the “right to bear arms”39, it’s 
curious that video games and media are typically what is blamed whenever news of these atrocities happen. 
However, when you take somewhere like Germany, which recently had a shooting in a shisha bar40, and is 
“among the most stringent in Europe” in terms of gun control41, it’s interesting to see how there are a lack of 
arguments blaming video games and media (so little that it wasn’t possible to find any sources blaming media 
over this attack). Contrasting Germany to the US, video games may only be a scapegoat to a much larger 
problem… 

Japan is another example of strong gun control42, little gun related homicide deaths43 and a huge market 
in video games44. There are 67.6 million players in Japan, which makes it the 3rd largest games market in the 
world45, however there are rarely more than 10 gun deaths a year46 due to the heavy regulations the country has. 
If video games truly were the cause behind violence and gun crimes, then wouldn’t this number be much higher?  
 Due to the nature of this report being primarily secondary research, I believed a personal survey of over 
1000 people would be imperative for finding out as many answers as possible towards the idea that video games 
cause violence. The survey ended up garnering over 1,100 responses. Out of every response, 55% of them were 
18-24 (Appendix 5) and 89% of the responses were from people who identified as male (Appendix 6), with the 
majority of the responses coming from the United States of America (Appendix 7). The idea of this report was the 
get public opinion on violence in video games and their effects, but it also acted as a way of looking how people 
get angry because of video games with their own anecdotes.  

The idea that video games cause real world violence is mostly seen as a reason for mass shootings 
happening (as mentioned in the report earlier), however looking at the report, it gives off the idea that video 
games can cause anger, frustration and tilt (originally a poker term meaning to get upset and lose control due to 

 
32 Sternheimer, K. (2007). Do Video Games Kill? Contexts, 6(1), pp.13–17. 
33 Sternheimer, K. (2007). Do Video Games Kill? Contexts, 6(1), pp.13–17. 
34 Sternheimer, K. (2007). Do Video Games Kill? Contexts, 6(1), pp.13–17. 
35 Whitten, S. (2019). No evidence that violent video games are causing mass shootings, despite politicians’ claims. [online] CNBC. Available at: 
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/09/no-evidence-that-violent-video-games-are-causing-mass-shootings.html. 
36 Whitten, S. (2019). No evidence that violent video games are causing mass shootings, despite politicians’ claims.  [online] CNBC. Available at: 
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/09/no-evidence-that-violent-video-games-are-causing-mass-shootings.html 
37 Whitten, S. (2019). No evidence that violent video games are causing mass shootings, despite politicians’ claims. [online] CNBC. Available at: 
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/09/no-evidence-that-violent-video-games-are-causing-mass-shootings.html 
38 Penttila, N. (2019). Do Violent Video Games Lead to... [online] Dana Foundation. Available at: https://dana.org/article/do-violent-video-games-lead-to-violence/. 
39 Mr. Ryan Strasser (2017). Second Amendment. [online] LII / Legal Information Institute. Available at: https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/second_amendment. 
40 “Far-right extremist” behind Germany killings. (2020). BBC News. [online] 20 Feb. Available at: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-51567971 [Accessed 2 Mar. 2020]. 
41 germanculture (2019). Gun Laws in Germany. [online] German Culture. Available at: https://germanculture.com.ua/daily/gun-laws-in-germany/. 
42 Weller, C. (n.d.). Japan has almost completely eliminated gun deaths — here’s how. [online] Business Insider. Available at: https://www.businessinsider.com/gun-control-how-
japan-has-almost-completely-eliminated-gun-deaths-2017-10?r=US&IR=T [Accessed 3 Mar. 2020]. 
43 Weller, C. (n.d.). Japan has almost completely eliminated gun deaths — here’s how. [online] Business Insider. Available at: https://www.businessinsider.com/gun-control-how-
japan-has-almost-completely-eliminated-gun-deaths-2017-10?r=US&IR=T [Accessed 3 Mar. 2020]. 
44 Newzoo. (2018). Japan Games Market 2018. [online] Available at: https://newzoo.com/insights/infographics/japan-games-market-2018/. 
45 Newzoo. (2018). Japan Games Market 2018. [online] Available at: https://newzoo.com/insights/infographics/japan-games-market-2018/. 
46 Weller, C. (n.d.). Japan has almost completely eliminated gun deaths — here’s how. [online] Business Insider. Available at: https://www.businessinsider.com/gun-control-how-
japan-has-almost-completely-eliminated-gun-deaths-2017-10?r=US&IR=T [Accessed 3 Mar. 2020]. 
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anger [47] [48]) but nothing more serious than that. For example, one of the responses saying that a specific game 
has made them so mad that they “lash out in the real world, or people in my family… never been physically 
violent… always been me screaming or saying bad words but nothing more” (Appendix 8), furthermore other 
responses gave similar answers such as “only time I’ve ever lashed out is whenever I get frustrated with a game 
and punch my bed”, however, they go on to state that “If anything violent video games are a good way to release 
any anger or stress that’s built up inside you” (Appendix 9). One final response keeps up this same pattern, “While 
I’ve never gotten violent due to a game… I have gotten angry or upset when losing a competitive game (for 
instance FIFA)” (Appendix 10) and many other responses offered these ideas. The key aspect between these 
highlighted responses is that the games mentioned that frustrate the players are not violent games and instead 
just competitive ones (FIFA, and League of Legends).  
 Ultimately, this survey has its limitations and therefore it cannot be taken as fact. The input from people 
is helpful but it is mostly anecdotal evidence and with only 1000 responses, it is not conclusive in proving the 
hypothesis that video games do or do not cause violence. This survey is also limited in the fact that this was 
conducted online using Google Forms and therefore the legitimacy of every answer has to be taken into account 
as many of the answers could potentially be faked, or heavily exaggerated, for that reason alone it cannot answer 
whether or not video games do actually cause violence or not.  
 However, video games are not the only piece of multi-media with violence. Both TV and Films have also 
been criticised for their use of violence and their effect on society and culture. Similar to video games, President 
Donald Trump tweeted out that the movies Hollywood are putting out are ‘actually very dangerous’49. But there is 
some evidence in favour of this argument. The 197150 release of A Clockwork Orange resulted in “a number of 
disturbing crimes… that seemed to have connections with some of its scenes”51, most notably an assault on a 17 
year old girl to the tune of “Signin’ in the Rain”, which was in a scene at the beginning of the movie52. A 16 year 
old boy was then found guilty of killing an elderly homeless man after claiming he had heard about a similar scene 
in the film itself53. These examples are direct evidence that violence can be caused by pieces of multi-media, 
however other examples of similar acts with other films are incredibly hard to find and there were no other 
noteworthy cases of violence caused by a film or TV show that could be used in this report, and therefore, much 
like video games the argument is ongoing. The film would end up being banned by the film creator, Stanley 
Kubrick himself and the movie was pulled from circulation in the United Kingdom and the film was rendered as 
potentially dangerous54.  
 As a counter argument to this piece of multi-media causing violence, after Kubrick’s death, the film 
appeared once again in British cinemas (2000)55, however this time it did not actually encourage “copycat 
crimes”56 and because of that, the argument that it did cause the violence in the first place is flawed. There could 
have been multiple other reasons for the crimes committed in the UK after the film’s release such as mental 
health issues that were never publicly stated, however that is all speculation and not fact.  
 Furthermore, as previously mentioned TV shows have also been criticised for their violence and how it is 
harmful to society and culture. One of the strongest examples of this, would be Game of Thrones which has seen 
criticism for its use of ‘sexual violence’57. One such author saying that they ‘find it difficult to watch at times… has 
more to do with how rape and sexual assault are presented… I wish that rape was not trivialised by the writers in a 

 
47 Arqade. (n.d.). terminology - What is the meaning of “Tilting” or “Being on Tilt”? [online] Available at: https://gaming.stackexchange.com/questions/190507/what-is-the-
meaning-of-tilting-or-being-on-tilt [Accessed 28 Feb. 2020]. 
48 Urban Dictionary. (n.d.). Urban Dictionary: tilted. [online] Available at: https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=tilted [Accessed 28 Feb. 2020]. 
49 Eller, C. and Eller, C. (2019). Trump Blames Movies for Violence Rather Than Pushing for Gun Control (Column). [online] Variety. Available at: 
https://variety.com/2019/film/opinion/the-hunt-trump-guns-column-1203300131/. 
50 The Vintage News. (2019). Why “A Clockwork Orange” was Banned...by Stanley Kubrick Himself. [online] Available at: https://www.thevintagenews.com/2019/02/05/a-
clockwork-orange/. 
51 The Vintage News. (2019). Why “A Clockwork Orange” was Banned...by Stanley Kubrick Himself. [online] Availab le at: https://www.thevintagenews.com/2019/02/05/a-
clockwork-orange/. 
52 The Vintage News. (2019). Why “A Clockwork Orange” was Banned...by Stanley Kubrick Himself. [online] Available at: https://www.thevintagenews.com/2019/02/05/a-
clockwork-orange/. 
53 The Vintage News. (2019). Why “A Clockwork Orange” was Banned...by Stanley Kubrick Himself. [online] Available at: https://www.thevintagenews.com/2019/02/05/a-
clockwork-orange/. 
54 The Vintage News. (2019). Why “A Clockwork Orange” was Banned...by Stanley Kubrick Himself. [online] Available at: https://www.thevintagenews.com/2019/02/05/a-
clockwork-orange/. 
55 The Vintage News. (2019). Why “A Clockwork Orange” was Banned...by Stanley Kubrick Himself. [online] Available at: https://www.thevintagenews.com/2019/02/05/a-
clockwork-orange/. 
56 The Vintage News. (2019). Why “A Clockwork Orange” was Banned...by Stanley Kubrick Himself. [online] Available at: https://www.thevintagenews.com/2019/02/05/a-
clockwork-orange/. 
57 Grazia. (2020). OK So The Sexual Violence In Game Of Thrones Has Gone Too Far. [online] Available at: https://graziadaily.co.uk/life/opinion/ok-sexual-violence-game-thrones-
gone-far/ [Accessed 2 Mar. 2020]. 
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bid to make their show ‘shocking’ and boost ratings’58. The effects of Game of Thrones doing this cannot be 
definitively said as there is not one hundred percent certainty that it does or does not actually create violence (or 
in this case sexual violence). However, the abundant use of violence (similar to Grand Theft Auto) has brought 
about the discussion of whether or not it is too over the top or even necessary at all.  

In December 2014, the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry posted an article detailing 
the perceived effects of TV Violence on children59 saying that ‘hundreds of studies of the effects of TV violence on 
children and teenagers have found that children may… begin to accept violence as a way to solve problems’60. 
While this report does actually say that TV violence causes violence in children, the validity of the argument 
comes into question due to the lack of reference to research and instead just saying “hundreds of studies”. 
Therefore, it cannot be used as conclusive proof that media violence can cause violence in children or teenagers.  
 

Conclusion 
The idea of video gaming and other pieces of multi-media causing violence has been around for a 

staggeringly long time, and while numerous hours of research has gone into the topic with many different 
scientific reports, there is no definitive answer to whether or not violence in multi-media actually breeds violence 
in society for those all ages. Violence in multi-media has had a profound and direct impact on culture and society. 
The evidence suggesting it does cause violence is scarce (as detailed in the report), however the impact has more 
so been the fact that it has exposed the use of video games and other pieces of media as a scapegoat to the real 
underlying problems of society. Their use in speeches from Donald Trump and other notable figures of authority 
are downright dangerous and uninformed due to the mountain of evidence saying that fictional violence does not 
cause real violence compared to the scraps of the latter argument.   

 
58 Grazia. (2020). OK So The Sexual Violence In Game Of Thrones Has Gone Too Far. [online] Available at: https://graziadaily.co.uk/life/opinion/ok-sexual-violence-game-thrones-
gone-far/ [Accessed 2 Mar. 2020]. 
59 Aacap.org. (2019). TV Violence and Children. [online] Available at: https://www.aacap.org/aacap/families_and_youth/facts_for_families/fff-guide/children-and-tv-violence-
013.aspx. 
60 Aacap.org. (2019). TV Violence and Children. [online] Available at: https://www.aacap.org/aacap/families_and_youth/facts_for_families/fff-guide/children-and-tv-violence-
013.aspx. 
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(1) Cave paintings of ‘violence’  

https://www.hindustantimes.com/art-and-culture/oldest-known-cave-art-was-made-by-neanderthals-not-humans/story-
1nRzMhYLN5oVUKESP1RUdM.html  
https://knowledgenuts.com/2014/04/04/the-strange-truth-about-the-people-who-painted-cave-art/ 

 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/art-and-culture/oldest-known-cave-art-was-made-by-neanderthals-not-humans/story-1nRzMhYLN5oVUKESP1RUdM.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/art-and-culture/oldest-known-cave-art-was-made-by-neanderthals-not-humans/story-1nRzMhYLN5oVUKESP1RUdM.html
https://knowledgenuts.com/2014/04/04/the-strange-truth-about-the-people-who-painted-cave-art/
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(2) Depiction of war and death in paintings 

http://www.wikigallery.org/wiki/painting_202409/Jean-Baptiste-Le-Paon/Episode-of-the-Seven-Years-War 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(3) Grand Theft Auto 
violent scenes – Torture scene  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAKbGQsHb-0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(4) Grand Theft Auto – Use 

of guns 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dshOTLOvc5M  

http://www.wikigallery.org/wiki/painting_202409/Jean-Baptiste-Le-Paon/Episode-of-the-Seven-Years-War
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAKbGQsHb-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dshOTLOvc5M
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(5) A study 

on the effects of 

violent video 

games on society. 

Question 1 responses 

 

 

(6) A study on the effects of violent video games on society. Question 2 responses 
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(7) A study on the effects of violent video games on society. Question 3 responses 

 

 
(8) A study on the effects of violent video games on society survey response 

 
(9) A study on the effects of violent video games on society survey response 

 
(10) A study on the effects of violent video games on society survey response 
 


